
REGISTRATION 9:00AM PAGEANT 11:00AM

Suggested ATTIRE DOOR ADMISSION:

All contestants should wear pageant or party $3.00 PER PERSON

attire.  Contestants & Children under 5 FREE

Makeup PLEASE UNDERSTAND

Contestants are allowed to use make up to enhance their look. This is "The same Traditional Pageant with a New and Exciting Future!" 

Babies should look like babies.  Judges are judging on the We appreciate your continued support.  The committee is dedicated to 

innocence and natural beauty of the children. keeping this tradition alive, fun and special.  

Twinkle Toes Dance Studio The pageant Director, Judges, MC and Committee are volunteers.  They

Twinkle Toes Dance Studio members will be at LBHS at 9:30am are dedicating their time for all the right reasons!  Our Sponsors are a 

to help any contestant  with their hair and/or makeup valuable asset to this tradition.  Please support and thank them for their

for a donation. involvement.  Positive suggestions are always accepted and noted.  

Judges PLEASE do not call and ask for names of contestants or number 

Judges are looking for the innocence & beauty of participating in age catories!  NO EXCEPTIONS!

children participating in our hometown pageant.

PLEASE DO NOT approach or converse with the Any act of negative attitude or outburst will not be tolerated; you will be 

judges or tally staff.  Violation will result in asked to leave with no refund & disqualified from competition.  

disqualification with no refund.  

Elegance Elegance and poise Ideal Smile and personality

Photo Opportunity Local media participates in this event.  We will be allowing time for photographic recognition at the end of 

NOTE:  We are not a sanctioned pageant.  

We hope you enjoy the dedication put into hosting this pageant…have fun!

LITTLE MISS & MR ENGLEWOOD PAGEANT 

Lemon Bay High School Performing Arts Center 

8/19/2017

All participants are judged on natural beauty, handsome nature, overall appearance, poise, elegance & personality. 

We ask that the room be quiet during competition times.  Please be courteous to fellow competitors.  Evey contestant is special!

each session.  We thank you for being PATIENT AND RESPECTFUL.  


